
how to solve a nonogram puzzle
Step by step instructions

Here are the step by step instructions for solving the following puzzle. Any guesses what it might be 
yet?

To begin with all cells are unknown. I will mark a known black cell with a black square (no surprises 
there!) and any known white cells with a dot.

Complete lines
1. First find any solid lines. The 0 means there are no black cells in that row, so we mark every cell in 
the row with a dot (they are known white cells).
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2. The 5 means that every cell in the row is black, so we color them all in.

3. Next we can look for any lines that can only be filled one way (ie those with only one white cell 
between blocks). The 2 / 2 row will be a complete row. There is only one possible way of filling it in – 
a block of 2 black followed by one white and then another block of two black.
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4. After completing this row we can see that the first column has completed its block of two black. That
means every other cell in this column must be white. So we can fill in the remaining cells with a dot. 
It’s important to mark any known white cells as this helps as you continue the puzzle.

Overlaps
5. Now I will show you another very important tactic – overlaps. In the 3 / 2 / 2 column, I use 
temporary marks to show the uppermost this set of blocks could go.
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Then I start from the bottom to see the bottom-most these blocks can go.

Where the same blocks overlap, we know that must be a black cell, so we color those overlaps black.
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6. We can use the overlap tactic again on the next column:

7. In the next column, we can use the overlap method again but the block of 5 must include the two 
black cells already known.
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Out of range
8. Now we’re going to check for cells that are out of range. I have numbered the column with the block
of 5 so you can see the furthest that the 5-block will extend.

Any cells beyond that will be out of range of the 5-block. They must be white so we mark those cells 
with a dot.

Can you guess what the picture is yet?
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9. Use the out of range tactic for the last column.

Repeat nonogram solving tactics
10. Use the overlap technique in the top row.
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11. Use the out of range technique on the 2-block row a bit further down:

The picture is really beginning to take shape now!

12. On the next row down, you can see that the 2-block is complete, so all the rest of the cells in this 
row will be white – so we’ll put dots there.
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13. And also the very next row has a complete block of 2, so fill in the rest of the row with dots:

14. As we keep going down, we can see there needs to be a block of 2 in the next row. There is only 
one place it can go:

Nearly there!
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15. Look at the 2 / 3 / 2 column. The second block is a 3-block. So it is complete and there needs to be 
a space around it. So we should place a dot above that 3-block.

16. In the row where we just placed that dot, we can see that there is only one way to finish the block  
of 2.
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17. Looking at the column where we just placed the dot, we can see that the 3-block is complete, so we 
can place a dot above it.

18. And finally we can make that last remaining cell black to satisfy the 3-block across and also the 
verticle 3-block.

Ta da!

Nonogram of a question mark
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If you enjoyed this puzzle, you
might like these:

25 Free Nonogram Puzzles for Beginners 100 Nonogram Puzzles for Beginners – Book 1

100 Nonogram Puzzles for Beginners – Book 2 101 Easy Nonogram Puzzles – Book 1
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https://amzn.to/2WWOvhw
https://amzn.to/2WzSK2K
https://delightfulpaths.com/what-are-nonograms-or-griddlers
https://amzn.to/2WxyXkE
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